
 

BOX CONTENTS 
● 30 Token Terrors (Core Concept: Tokens, pg 3) 
● 1 Battleground Board  
● 2 Cemetery Bags (Destroying Tokens, pg 9) 
● 1 Evasion Die (Evasion, pg 8) 
● 2 Surge Point Dice (Surge Points, pg 9) 
● 6 Token Talent Cards (Token Terrors Factions, pg 11) 
● 2 Rules/Gameplay “At A Glance” Reference Cards 
● 1 Rulebook 
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INTRODUCTION 

Greetings, Warlords, I’m Dozin the Docent! Your guide through the world of 

Token Terrors: Battlegrounds! Let’s get started!  

Token Terrors have power in numbers! Command your forces and keep Tokens of 

the same type close to one another to maximize their Threat as you try to outwit 

and outfight the competition. Gain strategic advantages by using your Token 

Terrors’ Talents to eliminate your opponent’s forces, and reign victorious! 

 
Win by destroying all of your opponent’s Tokens! 
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CORE CONCEPT: TOKENS 

 
Before we jump into playing the game, let’s learn about the game’s namesake—the Token Terrors! 
 
Activation and Facing 
Throughout this game, you’ll activate your Token Terrors (or just Tokens, for short) to make them do 
stuff. To show this, you’ll turn your Token to adjust its facing: 

● A Token turned forward (away from you) is fresh. It can be activated. 
● A Token turned backward (towards you) is resting. It cannot be activated. 
● A Token turned sideways is readied. It cannot be activated, and it is tracking some kind of 

special effect. (You’ll learn more about these later) 
 
Tokens come from various factions, and have either melee or ranged battle styles, as well as unique 
“Token Talents”. (The factions included in this box are described in greater detail on page 12) 

 
A NOTE ON FACTION SELECTION 
 
If you’re a beginning Warlord I’d advise a mix of two factions, one melee and one 
ranged, with a split of 5/5 or 6/4. If you’re feeling adventurous, you can try more 
challenging mixes such as 3/3/4 or 6/2/2. As you’ll learn, though, your Tokens 
become powerful when you keep Tokens of the same faction adjacent, so this will 
provide a tougher challenge.  
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SETUP 

1. Meet For Battle! Place the Battleground Board between the players: this is where the action 
will happen! Each player should be seated across from each other.  
 
2. Determine First Player. Each player rolls the Evasion Die (the numerical die). The player who 
rolls higher is first player. In case of a tie, roll again. 
 

3. Set Surge Dice. Each player takes a Surge Die and sets it to show the “1” pip 
face-up and away from them, showing they each have 1 Surge Point. You will rotate 
this die to different faces as you gain and spend Surge Points throughout the battle. If 
the “X” is facing away instead of the “1”, that means you have 0 Surge Points. (See 
page 10 for more on Surge Points) 

 
4. Draft Your Army. The first player selects up to 6 Tokens of any one faction. Once you have 
drafted even as few as 1 of any of the available factions, your opponent cannot draft tokens 
from that faction. Tokens left in the draft pool from a faction you drafted can still be drafted by 
you later. The second player chooses up to 6 Tokens from one of the remaining factions.  
 
Players alternate until each player has 10 Tokens. A player may have up to 6 Tokens of the same 
faction. Collect the Talent Card for each faction you drafted from, and place them below your 
side of the Battleground Board in easy reach. Return any unused Tokens and Talent Cards to the 
box. 
 
Each player places their drafted Tokens in a Cemetery Bag (or just Cemetery for short) and 
shakes the bag to randomize their ranks. The Cemetery is where your defeated Tokens will go 

once they fall in battle. 
 
Shared Factions 
 
Mighty Warlord, I recommend that two warring rivals NOT share the same 
faction. It can make the game a tad confusing and also clashes directly with lore 
and flavor. Elves and goblins killing elves and goblins, that’s pure chaos! If both 
players feel they can manage a game with shared factions, or if, say, a player 
has a faction that’s custom-painted, test your might! But we DID warn you…! 

 
4. Prepare Tokens. Each player must shake out 5 random Tokens from their Cemetery Bag, and 
place these Tokens in front of them. Take out the remaining 5 Tokens from each Cemetery Bag 
and place them on the Reserves spaces of their factions’ Talent Cards. If a player doesn’t like 
their starting lineup, they may spend their starting Surge Point once (turning their Surge Die to 
“0” or “X”) to repeat this step from the beginning. 
 
5. Place Tokens. Players alternate placing a single Token from their starting ranks on any space 
in the first 2 rows of their side of the Battleground Board, with the second player placing first. 
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Continue this process until each player has placed all 5 of their starting Tokens. All Tokens enter 
the Battleground fresh (facing forward/away from their controller). 
 

Play starts with the second player. 
 

 
PLAYING YOUR TURN 
Warlord! Your army of Token Terrors are ready to enter the fray! Follow these orders and dominate!  
 
1. REFRESH. Ready the troops! 
If any of your Tokens are Resting or Readied you may Refresh any number of them, setting them to 
Fresh. 
 
2. ACTIVATE. Position, Battle, and Win! 
Each turn, you must Activate one fresh Token and perform three (3) commands with it—no less. You 
can repeat a command unless otherwise stated (such as Enrage being once per turn). Here are the 
commands you can issue: 

- Move 
- Battle 
- Enrage (once per turn) 
- Use Talent (once each per turn) 

 
Commands are detailed starting on page 7. 
 
 
3. SPEND. Push your Token further!  
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After you’ve completed three commands, you may spend Surge Points to make your activated Token 
perform extra commands. (Remember, you start the game with one Surge Point.)  
 

 
 
Saving up Surge Points can be a smart idea! If you horde enough of them you can 
spend them to issue as many as 9 commands to a Token in a single turn!  
 
 
 

 
4. REST. Store your fury and prepare to strike! 
After you’ve completed your commands, either Rest your Token by turning it towards yourself and 
gain 1 Surge Point or leave it Fresh and able to evade ranged attacks. Certain Commands will leave 
your Token Readied instead of Resting or Fresh— you do not gain a Surge Point from Readying a 
Token. 
 
5. REINFORCE! To the last! CHARGE! 
If you have 4 or fewer Tokens on the Battleground, add Tokens from your reserves (if any)  to any 
unoccupied space on the edge of the Battleground until you have 5 Tokens on the Battleground. 
 
When your turn ends, the other player begins their turn. Alternate your turns until a victor 
emerges!  

 
You win if your opponent has no Tokens on the  

Battleground or in their Reserves. 
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COMMANDS 
Warlord, it is forbidden for you to issue empty commands. For example, a 
Token cannot be commanded to battle an empty space or use a Token Talent 
that alters an attack and then not attack. Commands must have a purpose! 

 
MOVE! 
March, my minions! 
 
Move your Token to an adjacent space (up, down, left, right), but not diagonally. 
Movement is limited in two ways: 

● Enemies block! Tokens cannot move through enemy Tokens but can move 
through friendly Tokens. 

● No huddling! Tokens cannot share the same space. If you move a Token 
into a space with a friendly Token, you must move it again immediately. 
You can’t end your movement in the same space as another token. 

 
BATTLE!  
Steel your will and FIGHT! 
 
Each use of the Battle Command allows your Token to Battle a single enemy 
Token within its range.  
 

Melee Tokens have a range of one space. The direction they attack is based on 
how many Commands are spent:  

1 Command - An enemy in an adjacent space.  
2 Commands to “Blindside” - Any enemy in a Surrounding (diagonal) 

space.  
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Ranged Tokens can battle a Token up to 2 spaces away in a straight line (not diagonally), as long 
as there is no other Token between them and their target. Ranged Tokens always battle in a 
straight line unless otherwise noted. 

 
A Battle between Tokens has three steps: 

1. Determine Threats 
2. Attempt to Evade? (Ranged Attack Only) 
3. Deal Damage 

 
 
 
 
 
Step 1: Determine Threats 
All Typical Tokens start at 1 Threat. 
 
A Token gets +1 Threat for each adjacent, friendly Token of the same faction as it. (Remember, 
diagonal spaces are not adjacent.) 
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Step 2: Attempt to Evade? (Ranged Attack Only) 
If the defender is fresh and the attacker is a ranged Token, the defender may try to Evade. To do 
so, roll the Evasion Die: 

● 1–3: Failure. Continue to the next step. 
● 4–6: Success! The defending player moves the evading Token up to 3 spaces. This battle 

ends. (Skip the next step, as neither Token takes damage.) 
 

Step 3: Deal Damage 
The attacking and defending Tokens deal damage to each other at the same time. 
 
The attacking Token deals damage equal to its Threat to the defending Token. (If you have 3 
Threat, you deal 3 damage.) 
 
The defending Token retaliates and deals damage to the attacking Token equal to its Threat in 
the same way, but only if the attacker is within the defender’s range: 

● Melee Defender: Attacker is in any adjacent space (not diagonal). 
● Ranged Defender: Attacker is two or fewer spaces away in a straight line. 

 
Because defending Tokens passively retaliate either in adjacent spaces (for melee) or in a 
straight line (ranged), a Blindside melee attack does not trigger the defending Token to retaliate, 
so the attacking Token takes no return damage. 
 
Destroying Tokens 
If a Token takes damage equal to or greater than its Threat in a single turn, it is destroyed. Place 
it in its controller’s Cemetery. If your opponent has no Tokens remaining after this, you win! 
When the turn ends all Token Threats are restored to full.  
 
Damage persists until the end of your turn.  

 
You can destroy a Token of higher Threat than yours if you battle it multiple 
times, dealing enough damage to equal or exceed its Threat—as long as it doesn’t 
destroy your Token first. Stay out of range and hit it again!  
 
Attacking and defending Tokens deal their full threat value every time they 
battle. If over many battles the attacking Token takes return damage equal to its 
threat, it is destroyed. Damage from retaliating enemies accumulates over the 
course of the turn.   
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ENRAGE! 
Let your anger boil up and overflow!  
 
You may use this command only once per turn. The active Token gains +1 
Threat until it Battles or is made fresh. If you enraged a Token during a turn and 
do not battle, at the end of your turn ready the Token by turning it to the right 
to show it is still Enraged. It remains Enraged until it’s refreshed or destroyed 
and while in this state it retaliates with this Threat bonus.   

 
It can be advantageous to Enrage a Token right before battling, or at the end of your turn to 
make it harder to destroy. 

 
SURGE POINTS 
After you have used your 3 Commands for the turn, you may spend any number of Surge Points 
to issue additional Commands, at a rate of one Surge Point per Command. You must have 
enough Commands and/or Surge Points available to issue a Command, as normal. 
 
There are 2 ways to gain Surge Points.  
 

● DASH. During your turn, if you complete 3 consecutive Move commands, gain 1 Surge 
Point. (This applies only to the Move command, not Talents, and the Token must move 
through three unique spaces— no repeats!) 

● REST. Any time a Token becomes Rested, gain 1 Surge point. There are two common ways 
a Token rests: 

○ END OF AN ACTIVATION. After you have issued all commands during your turn 
you may rest your activated Token and gain 1 Surge Point.  

○ TALENT EFFECTS. Some Token Talents will cause a Token to rest. If a Token is 
rested as the result of a Token Talent, gain 1 Surge Point.  

 
 

SOLE SURVIVOR 
If the Game results in each player facing off with only 1 token each on the Battleground, Sole 
Survivor mode kicks in! As of this condition being met, both players are able to offset damage by 
spending Surge Points, at a rate of one point per point of damage prevented.. 
 
Example: The defending player has a single Zombie on the Battleground and the active player 
has a single Elf on the Battleground. The Elf battles that Zombie at Range 2 with an enraged Elf 
(2 Threat). The Zombie’s controller rolls the Evasion Die, but rolls a 1, which fails to evade. 
Normally the Zombie would take 2 damage and be destroyed,  but in Sole Survivor mode, the 
defending player may spend up to 2 Surge Points to offset or cancel that damage, leaving their 
Zombie able to fight another day!  
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TOKEN TERRORS FACTIONS 
Each faction in Token Terrors  has several key pieces of information on their Talent Card: 

● Their Faction Name, such as Elves, Soldiers, or Wyverns 
● Two unique Token Talents, which grant each faction specific additional commands 
● A Battle Style (Melee  or Ranged), which affects how far away it can battle and 

retaliate (Battle, pg 7) 
● A Rarity, such as Typical, Tyrannical, or Titanic which indicates both the tokens size 

and how many slots the token uses up in your army. 
● A Type, such as Fiend, Human, or Animal. This is the family of creatures from which 

the Token originates. 
 

Certain Token Terrors will utilize these keywords in different ways. 
 
Here are the laws that each faction follows for their Token Talents: 

● Each use of a Talent costs one command unless otherwise noted. 
● You may use each of a Token’s Talents only once per turn. 
● Some Talents provide persistent effects, denoted by readying the Token. The effect ends 

when the Token is refreshed or destroyed. 
● If a Talent conflicts with a base rule, the Talent takes precedence. 
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TOKEN TERRORS SEASON 1: PRIMEVAL  

 
GOBLINS  – MELEE | TYPICAL | FIEND 

● ENABLE: Another Goblin performs up to 2 commands except for Talents. 
● INCITE: The next time this Goblin battles this turn it gets +1 threat for each surrounding 

enemy (in addition to adjacent friendly Goblins).  
 
SOLDIERS  – MELEE | TYPICAL | HUMAN 

● MARCH: Move up to 2 other Soldiers up to 2 spaces each. 
● PHALANX: The next time this Soldier battles this turn, it gets +1 Threat for each friendly 

surrounding Soldier (in addition to adjacent friendly soldiers)  
  
ZOMBIES  – MELEE | TYPICAL | UNDYING 

● UNDEAD: Ready this Zombie. While readied—If this Zombie is destroyed, Rest it instead. 
(it can still take its full threat value in damage again before being destroyed)  

● INFECT: CC3  Until the end of this turn, this Zombie can battle your own Tokens. If this 
Zombie destroys any Token, return 1 Zombie from your Cemetery to your Reserves. 

 
WYVERNS  – RANGED | TYPICAL | ANIMAL 

● TAKE FLIGHT: Move this Wyvern exactly 3 spaces. 
● RUSH: The next time this Wyvern battles this turn it has a range of 3. 

 
ELVES – RANGED | TYPICAL | FEY 

● TEAMWORK: Move another Elf up to 3 spaces. 
● SHARPSHOOTER: The next time this Elf battles this turn it battles diagonally at range 2. 

  
FLYING MACHINES  – RANGED | TYPICAL | MACHINE 

● BUILD:  CC3  Add a Flying Machine from your Reserves to any space surrounding this 
Flying Machine. (This can allow you to have more than 5 Tokens on the Battleground) 

● SWARM: Move this and all other friendly Flying Machines 1 space each. 
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EXAMPLE OF PLAY - ONE ROUND WITH WYVERNS & GOBLINS 
Ozzy and Wren are playing against each other. Each has 5 Tokens on their side of the Battleground 
and 1 Surge Point. Wren is the first player. 
 
Wren goes first and has no Tokens to Refresh, so they activate a Wyvern. Their first command is to 
use the Token Talent Take Flight, which lets them move their Wyvern 3 spaces. Once moved, their 
Wyvern is in range to use its other talent, Rush, letting it battle at range 3, with Threat 1. Wren issues 
this third command, for their Wyvern to battle Ozzy’s Goblin, which is 3 spaces away, and deal it 1 
damage.  
 
Ozzy’s Goblin is fresh, so Ozzy attempts to evade. They roll the evasion die and get a “4,” so the 
Goblin evades the attack! Ozzy moves their Goblin 3 spaces, towards Wrens Wyvern, 2 up and one 
over. 
 
Wren has left their Wyvern out in the open with no Wyverns adjacent to boost its Threat, and cannot 
target Ozzy’s Goblin with another attack. Because of this, Wren chooses to spend a Surge Point, 
reducing their Surge die to “0”, to issue another command: Enrage. The Wyvern now has 2 Threat. To 
show this, Wren readies their Wyvern by turning it to the right. Wren has no Surge Points left to spend, 
so they end their turn. 
 
It's now Ozzy's turn. With 3 starting commands, no Tokens to Refresh and 1 Surge Point, Ozzy 
activates the Goblin that just evaded and spends 1 command to use the Token Talent Enable, letting 
them make a different Goblin they control perform 2 commands (except for talents). Ozzy moves 
that friendly Goblin 2 spaces into a space adjacent to the active Goblin Ozzy is commanding. Both 
Goblins are now Threat 2. Ozzy then spends 2 commands to Blindside Wrens Wyvern dealing it 2 
damage diagonally.  Wrens Wyvern cannot retaliate diagonally and is destroyed, removed from the 
Battleground and placed in Wrens Cemetery. 
 
Ozzy has used all their starting commands and has 1 Surge point. Seeing no imminent threat to their 
other Goblins, Ozzy rests their active Goblin to gain 1 Surge Point, and heads into their next turn with 
2 Surge Points. 
 
Wren and Ozzy continue playing until one of them has no Tokens left on the Battleground or in their 
Reserves. 
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GLOSSARY  
ADJACENT: The spaces above, below, left, and right of a given space. Diagonal spaces are not adjacent. 
BATTLEGROUND BOARD: The 7x7 grid of spaces where Token Terrors battles take place. 
BLINDSIDE: When a player uses 2 commands to have a melee Token battle an enemy in a diagonally-aligned 
space (touching one corner of the space the active Token occupies). A Blindside results in no return damage to 
the attacker. 
CEMETERY BAG: The bag where your Tokens go when destroyed. Each player has one. 
COMMAND: A unit of actions that an activated Token must use. On your turn, you must issue 3 commands, and 
can issue more by spending Surge Points. 
COMMAND COST (CC): An abbreviation stating the number of commands you must use in order to issue a talent. 
For example, CC3: means that you must use 3 commands to activate this Talent. If a Talent has no listed CC 
number/insignia, it costs 1 command.  
DASH: During your turn, when your activated Token completes 3 move commands in a row, moving into a new 
space each time (no backtracking). When a player does this they instantly gain 1 Surge Point.  
ENEMY: A Token controlled by your opponent. 
FRESH: A Token facing away from its controller. Fresh Tokens are available to be activated during a player’s 
turn, can be the target of talents, return damage when attacked, and can evade ranged attacks. 
FRIENDLY: A Token controlled by you. Friendly Tokens cannot battle each other unless otherwise noted. 
READIED: A Token turned 90 degrees to the controller’s right. A Token that’s Readied indicates that the Token 
has an effect or ability that persists until it either finishes another Command,  is Refreshed or Destroyed. Tokens 
become Readied by being Enraged or by being the user or target of certain Token Talents. 
REFRESH: At the start of your turn you may turn any Resting or Readied Tokens away from you to indicate they 
are now Fresh and available to be activated. 
REINFORCE: At the end of your turn, if you have 4 or fewer Tokens on the Battleground, take any Tokens from 
your Reserves (if any) and place them on any empty edge spaces on the Battlegrounds board until you have 5 
Tokens on the Battleground. 
RESERVES: The Tokens in the Reserves zone of the players’ Talent cards. Tokens in the Reserves enter the 
battleground at the end of your turn  during your Reinforce step and replace Tokens destroyed in battle. 
REST/RESTING/RESTED: A Token facing towards its controller. A Token may rest at the end of its activation 
during a players turn. A resting Token cannot be activated, but can be the target of talents, and can retaliate 
when attacked. Resting Tokens may become fresh at the start of each player’s turn. Resting a Token grants its 
controller 1 Surge Point. 
SOLE SURVIVOR: A special scenario that occurs when each player has only one Token remaining on the 
Battleground. During it, defending players may spend Surge Points to reduce or negate damage taken by their 
Token. 
SPACE: A unit of measurement equal to one grid square on the Battleground that a Token occupies. 
SURROUNDING: All spaces adjacent to a space and diagonal (touching corners) to it. 
SURGE POINTS: You can spend any number of Surge Points to complete extra commands with your activated 
Token on your turn. These are tracked on a player’s Surge Die and gained when players Rest or Dash. 
THREAT: The score that is compared when one Token battles another to determine which survives. Tokens start 
with varying Threat based on their rarity/size, and increases its Threat by 1 for each adjacent friendly Token of 
the same faction. 
TALENT: A special ability unique to a Token’s faction. 
TYPICAL TOKEN: A typical token occupies 1 space, has a starting Threat of 1 and uses 1 slot of the 10 available 
in your army.  
TYRANNICAL TOKEN: A tyrannical token occupies 2 spaces, has a starting Threat of 2 and uses 2 slots of the 10 
available in your army. 
TITANIC TOKEN: A Titanic token occupies 4 spaces, has a starting Threat of 4, uses 4 slots of the 10 available in 
your army and has 3 Token Talents instead of only 2.  
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